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DEAN OF ATTALLAH COLLEGE OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Chapman University invites applications and nominations for the next leader of the Donna Ford Attallah College
of Educational Studies. The candidate will assume leadership at an exciting time for Chapman University on
the heels of achieving designation as a research-intensive R2 institution by the Carnegie Foundation and being
recognized as a top-125 nationally ranked institution by U.S. News & World Report.

About Chapman University
of different ethnicities and faiths, proving that the
university was ahead of its time. Later, Chapman
moved to Los Angeles and then Orange County, its
home today.

Chapman University is located in the heart of Orange
County, California, an exciting and ever-evolving
hub of technology, business, and the arts. Chapman
is a nationally ranked, midsized private institution
with a mission to provide personalized education
of distinction that produces inquiring, ethical, and
productive global citizens. The university embraces
an interdisciplinary approach to teaching, learning,
performance, scholarship, and research in its
undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs.

In 2019, Chapman achieved an important milestone:
its elevation to R2 status under the Carnegie
Classification of Institutions of Higher Education,
a recognition of its growth as a research-focused
institution. This designation is an acknowledgement
of the university’s rigorous research, doctoral, and
professional practice degree programs. In addition,
after being ranked at the top of U.S. News & World
Report’s Best Regional Universities – West list for many
years, and at #5 in 2018 – Chapman debuted among
national institutions at #125 in 2019.

Originally named Hesperian College, Chapman first
opened its doors on March 4, 1861, in Woodland,
CA. The earliest incarnation of Chapman University
was open to all people in the belief that every person
should have access to an education. In fact, the
university’s first class included women and people
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Students
Chapman has achieved remarkable growth in both
size and national prominence in the last decade,
nearly doubling its enrollment. Today, the Orange
and Rinker campuses are home to more than 10,000
students (7,656 undergraduate in Orange and
2,345 graduate students) from 49 states, two U.S.
territories, and more than 82 countries. The Chapman
student experience is a holistic one; in addition to
the renowned faculty and academic excellence, there
are a variety of co-curricular opportunities that help
make the educational journey at Chapman as full as
it can be. For example, Chapman is home to 175+
student organizations, Division III intercollegiate
athletics, club and intramural athletics, a thriving art
and performing arts community, and the Fish Interfaith
Center. Chapman’s first-year student retention rate is
90 percent, and 18 percent of the student population
is Pell Grant eligible.

Faculty, Scholarship and Research
Chapman has 544 full-time faculty members. The
student faculty ratio is 13:1, and students at Chapman
learn directly from distinguished world-class faculty—
including Nobel Prize recipients, MacArthur Fellows,
National Medal of Science honorees, former U.S.
Supreme Court clerks, and Emmy, Grammy, and
Academy Award winners. Small classes foster close
faculty relationships and promote a robust exchange
of ideas.

Chapman is committed to maintaining and increasing
diversity within its student population; today, 20
percent of Chapman students are first generation,
and almost 50 percent identify as Persons of Color.
In addition, Chapman is extremely encouraging and
supportive of international students, who comprise
approximately 6 percent of the student body.

A hallmark of the Chapman experience is the
opportunity for students to conduct research and
engage in creative projects in collaboration with their
professors. Chapman faculty members are dedicated
teacher-scholars who prioritize engaging students in
their original, real-world research agendas. Chapman
University research expenditures were $22M for fiscal
year 2020, the most recent year for which data are
available. During the 2020-2021 academic year,
faculty members were awarded a total of over $12.6
million in extramural support from organizations such
as the National Institutes of Health, the National
Science Foundation, the Department of Defense, and
the Department of Agriculture.
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Academics
Chapman University is organized in 11 different
schools/colleges, 4 of which have been founded
and funded recently, across two campuses (the main
campus in Orange, and the Rinker Health Science
campus in Irvine):
•

Argyros School of Business and Economics

•

Donna Ford Attallah College of Educational Studies

•

Dodge College of Film and Media Arts

•

Crean College of Health and Behavioral Sciences

•

Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and
Social Sciences

•

Dale E. Fowler School of Law

•

Dale E. and Sarah Ann Fowler
School of Engineering

•

College of Performing Arts

•

Schmid College of Science and Technology

•

School of Pharmacy

•

School of Communication

Finances
One of Chapman’s strongest assets, and a reflection
of its long-term growth goals, is its healthy financial
position resulting from careful planning. The University’s
budget is approximately $430M annually, 80 percent
of which is driven by tuition. Through prudent financial
management, the university did not make any layoffs
during its implementation of COVID -19 preparedness
(a cost of approximately $110M). Though the
University undertook prudent cost-cutting measures as
a result of the crisis, its financial strength has allowed
Chapman to deliver on its commitment to the wellbeing of faculty, staff, and students.
The endowment is approximately $412M and
has been among the fastest-growing university
endowments in the country in recent years. Chapman’s
President has established an immediate goal of
growing the endowment to $500M by 2023, and an
ultimate goal of reaching $1B by 2028.
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Chapman University recognizes the immense need
at this moment for renewed self-reflection and a
recommitment to a course of humility and honesty.
Chapman stands committed to owning its past in
order to move with integrity and authenticity toward
the future. It is the university’s sincere hope to continue
to advance its progressive traditions of openness and
inclusion as it did when it first opened its doors
in 1861.
Continuing the vital conversation about diversity at
Chapman University, a working group of faculty and
staff drew upon their expertise to develop a steering
document for diversity, equity, and inclusion. The
finalized full version of “Diversity, Equity, Inclusion:
A Roadmap for Best Practices” was reviewed by the
Faculty Senate in September 2020. The Roadmap
builds upon Chapman’s first Strategic Plan for
Diversity & Inclusion (2017–2022), focusing on
the national discussion of racism and the specific
concerns Chapman students voiced earlier in 2020.
One outcome of this roadmap was the creation of the
new Vice President for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
position. Reginald Chhen Stewart joined Chapman in
July 2021 as the inaugural Vice President for Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion.

Location
Chapman’s Southern California location blends
the ease of small-city living with access to cultural
experiences, internships, and job prospects in one of
the world’s most exciting metropolises. The Orange
(City of Orange) and Rinker (City of Irvine) campuses
are situated in the heart of Orange County. The City
of Orange is a midsized community known for its
historic architecture, perfect weather, and the Orange
Plaza Historic District. The City of Irvine is known for
its extraordinary public schools, ethnic diversity, and
its reputation as a safe community. Irvine and Orange
are near the beach and a short Metro-train ride to
Los Angeles.
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CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP
President Daniele C. Struppa, Ph.D., was inaugurated on September 1,

2016, as Chapman University’s 13th president. Previously, Dr. Struppa held
the position of Chancellor at Chapman University for nine years.
Dr. Struppa joined Chapman University in 2006 as provost, responsible for
creating and implementing academic priorities for the university and for the
allocation of resources to support those priorities. In 2007, with the addition
of further leadership responsibilities, he was appointed as Chapman’s first
chancellor.
Dr. Struppa came to Chapman University from George Mason University,
where he served as director of the Center for the Applications of
Mathematics, as associate dean for graduate studies, and as dean of George
Mason’s College of Arts and Sciences. Prior to his tenure at George Mason, Dr. Struppa held positions at the
University of Milano (Milan, Italy), the Scuola Normale Superiore (Pisa, Italy), and the University of Calabria
(Calabria, Italy).

Norma Bouchard, Ph.D., joined Chapman University as Executive Vice

President, Provost and Chief Academic Officer in summer 2021. As the
university’s Chief Academic Officer, she leads Chapman’s commitment to
programmatic, pedagogical, and research excellence and innovation across
the undergraduate and graduate programs. She ensures that Chapman’s
greatest priority is the personalized and holistic education of students to
develop leaders and global citizens with the skills, competencies, and
dispositions needed to make a positive impact on society.
Dr. Bouchard came to Chapman from Drexel University in Philadelphia, where
she served as Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and Distinguished
Professor of Global Studies (2019-2021). Previously, she was Dean of the
College of Arts and Letters at San Diego State University (2015-2019), and Program Director, Department
Head, and Associate Dean at the flagship campus of the University of Connecticut (1998-2015).
Dr. Bouchard holds a laurea in French and German literatures from the University of Turin, Italy, as well as an
M.A. and a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature from Indiana University-Bloomington. Her research examines the
intersection of literature and the arts, history, social sciences, philosophy, critical theory, and aesthetics.
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DONNA FORD ATTALLAH COLLEGE OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
The mission of Attallah College is to develop equity-minded PreK-12, higher-education, community
professionals, and leaders who change the world through ethical and reflective scholarship and practice.
Attallah College is one of only 300 colleges of
education in the United States to have achieved
national accreditation by the Council for
Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). In
addition, Attallah College recently received a 10year renewal of the state-level accreditation for
teacher education programs and pupil personnel
credential programs from the California Commission
on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC) as well as renewal
of the international accreditation for the program
in school psychology from the International School
Psychology Association (ISPA). A full list of College
and program accreditations can be viewed here.
These state, national, and international recognitions
place Attallah College’s educator and pupil personnel
programs among those of the highest caliber.

The Attallah College faculty, supported by four
professional accreditations as well as WASC
accreditation, strives to make a more just world
through teaching, scholarship, and collaboration
with local communities. Attallah College offers an
undergraduate major and affiliated minors, teaching
credentials and graduate programs, programs that
train professionals to support mental health needs
in schools, and a Ph.D. in Education. The college
has multiple unique degree offerings, including an
undergraduate education degree, special education,
and leadership.
The namesake
of Chapman
University’s
Donna Ford
Attallah College
of Educational
Studies is a 1961
graduate of
Chapman College.
At Chapman,
Donna received
Donna Ford Attallah
a personalized
education from professors who came to know her
personally, not as a number or an indecipherable face
in a lecture hall. From her fond memories of her years
at Chapman grew a lifelong dedication to learning,
educating and kindly serving others – a passionate,
shared ethos that is the heart of Attallah College.
Following her studies at Chapman, Donna began her
decades-long career with the Cypress School District
teaching kindergarten and first grade. In recognition
of Donna’s decades of philanthropy and leadership,
Chapman University named the College of Educational
Studies in her honor in August 2017.
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Attallah College has more than 12,000 alumni
and counting. The most common paths taken after
graduation include teaching, school counseling
and psychology, nonprofit leadership, and higher
education administration and research.

and its attendant reputational benefits. Faculty,
researchers, and students within the Attallah
College of Educational Studies engage in creative
interdisciplinary scholarship focused on social justice
and improving education for all students, regardless
of their socioeconomic circumstances or support
needs. In a wide range of topics, from educational
leadership and policy to school-based mental health,
Attallah experts are a reference and resource for their
students, local communities, and research fields.

Chapman’s recent designation as a researchintensive R2 institution by the Carnegie Foundation
signals what has been a decade-long focus of
the entire university toward research excellence
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ATTALLAH COLLEGE DATA SNAPSHOT
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26

DEGREE PROGRAMS
1 Undergraduate (BA) program and affiliated minors
6 Master’s (MA/EdS) programs
1 Doctoral (PhD) program

FULL-TIME
FACULTY
16 Tenured
7 Tenure-Track
10 Non-Tenure-Track

33

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Cultural and Curricular Studies: 2%
Disability Studies: 2%
Leadership Studies: 4%
School Psychology: 2%

PhD
10%

755

Major (BA IES): 28%
Minors: 32%

STUDENT
ENROLLMENT

100+

EXAMPLES:
– Superintendents and Presidents Advisory
Council (SPAC) – representing districts,
schools, and community colleges
– Chapman Transfer Admission Guarantee
(C-TAG) for Future Educators
with Santa Ana College
with Santiago Canyon College
– 80+ K-12 District and Fieldwork
Site Partners in
Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside,
San Bernardino, and San Diego Counties

Doctoral Emphasis:

Undergraduate
60%

STAFF

(includes Thompson Policy Institute
staff; does not include 12 faculty
with administrative duties)

Master’s
30%

4M+

$

Teacher Education (TE): 10%
Counseling and School Psychology (CSP): 14%
Leadership Development (MLD): 6%
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STUDENTS
SPRING 2021

CURRENT RESEARCH FUNDING
(includes multi-year awards)
EXAMPLES:
– Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
National Science Foundation,
Regional Center of Orange County,
Spencer Foundation

Thompson Policy Institute (TPI)
Founded in 2015, Chapman University’s Thompson
Policy Institute (TPI) on Disability strives to impact
policy by reducing barriers limiting access to
learning, living and working, and the pursuit of a
complete and quality life.

The Thompson Policy Institute on Disability has raised
$11 million in funding in the last six years. Awards
received by TPI during 2021-2022 funding period:

To accomplish this goal, the TPI assesses research
and acts on the critical issues facing people with
disabilities, as well as their families, support
communities and the agencies that work on their
behalf. TPI research outcomes are shared regularly
throughout the year and summarized annually at the
DisAbility Summit at Chapman University.
The work of the Thompson Policy Institute is to
propose real-world solutions to these barriers and
disseminate ideas, policies, and practices to those
who have influence over the lives of people with
disabilities. These “influencers” include individuals
with disabilities, their families, policy-makers, caregivers, professionals, and even the general public
who control the perception of disability and ability.
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•

$2.3 million National Science Foundation (NSF)
grant for the project “Developing and Researching
K-12 Teacher Leaders Enacting Anti-bias
Mathematics Education (DREAM).” Chapman will
receive more than $650,000 of the grant funding.

•

$784,000 grant from the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation for the Advancement of
Inclusive Schooling (SPAIS) to support educator
preparation programs (EPPs), public charters, and
public school districts to improve outcomes for
historically marginalized students.

•

$3.5 million grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation to operate the California Educator
Preparation Innovation Collaborative (CalEPIC).

Graduate Programs

Despite the college’s rise in the national landscape and
our recognitions, Attallah College’s faculty, staff, and
students remain committed to the local community’s
needs. Undergraduate programs have increased their
partnerships with the community by offering placebased courses and intensive fieldwork opportunities
that are embedded in the local communties and aim to
serve the culturally diverse Orange County population.

The graduate programs at Chapman University’s
Attallah College of Educational Studies are designed
to provide students with excellent professional
training for work in schools and communities. Classes
are taught by outstanding faculty dedicated to
encouraging the next generation of educators, schoolbased mental health professionals, and scholars.

Undergraduate Programs
The Attallah College of Educational Studies
undergraduate programs integrate academic
coursework, community-based education, and handson training to provide students with an excellent
foundation for work in schools, communities, or
healthcare settings. Chapman graduates are well
prepared to link their comprehensive academic
knowledge with their practical skills to become
an “educator” in the term’s broadest, most holistic
definition.
Undergraduate Programs include:
•

Integrated Educational Studies

•

Accelerated Five-Year Bachelor’s plus M.A. in
Curriculum and Instruction (MACI)

•

Minor in Leadership Studies

•

Other Attallah College Minors

Students learn to think critically and act
collaboratively and ethically in service to others.
These skills allow students to play an active role in
improving schools and other educational settings
as well as in the community and the lives of their
students.

The C-TAG (Chapman Transfer Admission Guarantee)
pathway is designed to create a pipleline for
local community members to become educators.
In particular, the C-TAG program is designed for
future elementary and special education teachers
attending the local community colleges Santa Ana
College (SAC) and Santiago Canyon College
(SCC). Completion of the C-TAG Pathway offers
guaranteed admission into Chapman’s Integrated
Educational Studies (IES) major. Finally, the College
has completed its second iteration of the ePrize
competition supporting innovation in local schools in
the last year.

Graduate Programs include:
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•

Master of Arts in Leadership Development

•

Master of Arts in Teaching

•

Master of Arts in Special Education

•

Master of Arts in School Counseling

•

Master of Arts (M.A.)/Educational Specialist
(Ed.S.) in School Psychology

•

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Education

THE OPPORTUNITY
Chapman University is seeking an innovative and experienced administrator with an established record of
inclusive, effective, and collaborative leadership and a demonstrated commitment to furthering the reach of
the Donna Ford Attallah College of Educational Studies. As Chapman University continues to grow and evolve
under the leadership of President Struppa and Provost Bouchard, the Dean will have the opportunity to address
the following priorities:
Provide strategic leadership for the future direction
of the college: The incoming Dean will join a highly
engaged and community-oriented group of faculty,
staff, and students. The next Dean will have the
opportunity to lead the process to set priorities and
build consensus around the identity, initiatives, and
structures of the college. In consultation with the
33 faculty members, the next Dean will have the
opportunity to evaluate the current flat reporting lines
to see that they best meet the needs of the college
and that staff are allocated at their most optimal
level. Relying on deep managerial experience, the
next Dean will provide budget oversight, financial
planning, and personnel management to see that
staff and resources are strategically allocated at their
most optimal levels, leading to the college’s success
and recognition.

Opportunities for strategic collaboration with the
Crean College of Health and Behavioral Sciences,
the new Fowler School of Engineering, and emerging
initiatives that will take hold with the upcoming
strategic plan will arise in the near future. A
dean who recognizes and pursues these strategic
opportunities in the next several years will make
their mark on the college’s and university’s ways of
fulfilling their missions. Similarly, the dean’s lasting
impact will be a function of their ability to provide
support for programs that are poised to achieve
excellence and to collaboratively redesign those that
are not.
Support and foster diversity, equity, and inclusion
to better represent the region and county where
Chapman University is located: The Dean, in
collaboration with the chief diversity officer and
other academic leaders, will have a central role in
signaling to the university community the importance
of continuing the university’s efforts to diversify the
student body, faculty, and staff. The next Dean will
develop a culture in which widely diverse members
of the university community are welcomed and
viewed as essential in the development of academic
excellence.

Southern California is a competitive market for
colleges of education, with many public and private
institutions. Elevating Attallah’s distinctive assets,
including the remarkable ethos of care for students, the
growing research profile, and an enduring commitment
to innovative teaching, will position Attallah in a
market-savvy and values-forward manner. While this is
both a leadership challenge and a management effort,
the next Dean’s ability to lead collaboratively with an
awareness of Attallah’s competitors and the college’s
unique strengths is imperative.

Foster scholarly activity: As a newly designated
R2 Institution, Chapman University encourages
a scholarly environment that attracts and fosters
talented and diverse students, faculty, and staff.
Scholarship is essential to the intellectual life of a
university and its accreditation. The next Dean will
embrace and encourage a broad view of scholarship,
recognizing the value of theoretical and applied

The new Dean will participate as a critical voice
in Chapman’s collegial leadership team of fellow
deans, the Provost and the President and will
have the opportunity to contribute to cross-college
collaborations and interdisciplinary partnerships.
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Guide the College through the accreditation process:
The Dean will ensure the college’s successful
accreditation for programs and reaccreditation for
previously established programs. The next Dean
should be prepared to work with a number of
accrediting bodies, including, but not limited to, the
National Association of School Psychologists, the
Council for Accreditation of Educator Preparation,
the Commission on Teacher Credentialing, and the
International School Psychology Association.

research, field-specific and interdisciplinary research,
creative efforts, artistic performances, community
engaged scholarship, and pedagogical inquiry. In
addition to developing the scholarly engagement of
existing Attallah faculty, the Dean will play a central
role in recruiting talented researchers to the college.
Secure resources for the college: The Dean will
actively and collaboratively engage stakeholder
communities, such as alumni, foundations,
corporations, local communities, donors, and other
entities to bring support around the strategic vision
and plan of the college. In addition, the Dean will
collaboratively create a plan for additional revenuegenerating programs to grow Attallah further and
maintain its competitiveness.
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CANDIDATE PROFILE
The Dean will hold a terminal degree in a discipline represented in the college or a related field and have an
exemplary teaching, scholarship, and service record. Additionally, the Dean will have many of the following
attributes:
•

An inclusive, engaging, transparent, and
collaborative leadership style;

•

An ability to find direction and build consensus
when next steps are opaque;

•

Demonstrated experience successfully recruiting,
mentoring, and retaining diverse faculty and staff
at every stage of a career arc;

•

Deep respect for and the ability to support different
theories, methodologies, and bodies of work
across all disciplines within the college;

•

An unwavering commitment to diversity, equity,
inclusion, and antiracism, as well as a record that
demonstrates success in enhancing these principles;

•

•

The ability to be visionary, inventive, and
entrepreneurial in the changing higher education
landscape;

Deep managerial experience within an academic
environment, including extensive budget oversight,
financial planning, strategic resource allocation,
and personnel management experience;

•

Demonstrated support of student success
strategies for all student populations, including
undergraduate and graduate students from
underrepresented groups;

•

Demonstrated ability to foster innovation in
teaching pedagogy and curriculum design;

•

A commitment to identifying and celebrating the
exceptional contributions of faculty, staff, and
students;

•

The ability to be decisive and make difficult
decisions;

•

High energy, exquisite listening skills, intellectual
curiosity, emotional intelligence; and,

•

Understanding of the evolving national issues
in education, counseling, and leadership and
the ability to bring Chapman more fully into the
national dialogue across disciplines.

•

•

•

Capacity to build external relationships and
visibility: successful experience forming effective
partnerships with external organizations, including
public, private, and parochial schools, as well
as community-based organizations and private
industry;
A record of engaging with student-centered
approaches to teaching and learning and a
demonstrated predisposition to partner with
campus leaders to ensure students are well served;
Experience with generating resources, fundraising,
and working with external constituents, including
alumni, donors, and foundations;

•

The ability to advocate for faculty, staff, students,
and to transparently communicate information in
all directions and to all constituencies;

•

A desire to listen and learn about Attallah’s
program areas—especially their points of pride,
ambitions, and the issues that challenge them—
with an awareness that common ground may, at
first, look and sound different in each program;
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KOYA PARTNERS, A PART OF THE DIVERSIFIED SEARCH GROUP
AMY SUGIN
Managing Director

JIM SIRIANNI
Managing Director

MARK HALLIGAN
Senior Associate

HOLLY BOGO
Associate

About Koya Partners
Koya Partners, a part of the Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search and strategic advising
firm dedicated to connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven clients. Our founding
philosophy—The Right Person in the Right Place Can Change the World—guides our work as we partner
with nonprofits & NGOs, institutions of higher education, responsible businesses, and social enterprises in
local communities and around the world.
For more information about Koya Partners, visit koyapartners.com.

NOMINATION/APPLICATION INFORMATION
Koya Partners, a part of the Diversified Search Group, has been retained by Chapman University to
assist in this search process. Applications, nominations, and further inquiries should be directed to
AttallahDean@koyapartners.com.
For best consideration, materials should be received by November 15, 2021.

Chapman University is an equal opportunity employer committed to fostering a diverse and inclusive academic global community. The
university is dedicated to enhancing diversity and inclusion in all aspects of recruitment and employment. All qualified applicants will receive
consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression,
national origin, ancestry, citizenship status, physical disability, mental disability, medical condition, military and veteran status, marital
status, pregnancy, genetic information or any other characteristic protected by state or federal law. The university is committed to achieving a
diverse faculty and staff and encourages members of underrepresented groups to apply.
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The material presented in this leadership profile should be relied on for informational
purposes only. This material has been copied, compiled, or quoted in part from
Chapman University documents and personal interviews and is believed to be reliable.
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this information,
the original source documents and factual situations govern.

All images and logos used in this leadership profile were
attained from Chapman University.

One University Drive
Orange, California 92866

Chapman.edu
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